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 Incidents will be handled by a designated staff person who will work closely with all Lead Users on the incident. Upon
resolution, the Lead User will be informed of the outcome via email. Service Desk - User reported issues will be handled by a

designated staff person who will work closely with all Lead Users on the issue. Upon resolution, the Lead User will be informed
of the outcome via email. Lead User work and responsibilities 1. Create any documentation required for incident or issue

resolution 2. Work closely with any Lead User, PRIMARY ADMIN, PRODUCT TEAM, QA team or Support to resolve the
incident or issue. 3. Upon resolution of the issue or incident, notify the Lead User of the outcome via email. Delegation of
responsibilities to designated Lead Users 1. By designating a specific Lead User to be involved in issues or incidents of any

kind, you assure the SLA timeframes and resolution of the issue are met. 2. When you delegate to a designated Lead User, your
organization is assured that the issue is resolved within the agreed upon SLA timeframe. 3. Once the issue is resolved, the
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designated Lead User will notify the SLA Leader. 4. The designated Lead User will work closely with the Primary Admin to
make sure they understand the outcome. "Green" IT Operations Over the last few years we have been making the transition

towards a more green infrastructure. Many people now consider their electricity use in a similar manner as they do water use, in
that they are being conscious of the amount used and if it is being used efficiently. Power is no different and we need to be

responsible for the power we use. This is why the IT Operations group is responsible for sustainability for Power consumption.
To achieve this, we are currently working with our local Utility provider and local Energy company, to add a basic energy

analysis into our systems. This will allow our Operations team to monitor power use in our datacenter by building. Additionally,
we have plans to go through and switch off older hardware as it no longer serves a purpose and will add to the energy efficiency
of our datacenter. We are also working on expanding the number of build environments and making sure that they are also more
efficient. > The Operations team consists of a Lead Tech and a Lead Ops. The Lead Tech does all the Hardware setups (servers,

workstations, labs, etc), the Lead Ops does all the builds (OS, builds, upgrades). The Lead Ops is in charge 82157476af
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